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Introduction

The documentation below describes the APS Content Harvesting API, which can be used to bulk and individual
content items from APS for inclusion in other services. A signed agreement with APS is required for access to this
service.

Status: Beta - January 16, 2013

The API calls specified in the document have been implemented and can be tested, this currently includes calls for
single and bulk retrieval of articles. The Article object itself is currently the bare minimum fields and will be enhanced
in the next phase of development. Clients should expect the fields currently there to remain unchanged but new
fields to be introduced as the article metadata model is completed.

General Concepts

HTTP Verbs

HEAD

Retrieves HTTP headers for a resource

GET

Retrieve/query a resource

POST

Used to create resources or perform custom actions.



Client Errors

In the event a request cannot be serviced due to a problem on the client side (missing/invalid parameters, swapped
date ranges, unparseable content, etc.), the HTTP response code 400 will be returned along with (optionally) a
message describing the error. If a more specific response is appropriate it will be specified instead of a 400, for
example: 405 Method Not Allowed, 415 Unsupported Media Type, 409 Conflict, etc.

Example

HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request
 
{"message":"Invalid 'start' date specified"}

Dates/Times

Dates and times in all requests and responses are in ISO8601 format, supported formats are: YYYY, YYYY-MM-DD,
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss).

Example Date

2008-07-09

Example Time

2008-07-09T16:13:30Z

Pagination

Pagination of requests accomplished using the   HTTP header with URL's to the next and last set of resultsLink
available. This follows the style in the GitHub API which has additional documentation here http://developer.github.c
om/v3/#pagination

Example

Link: <http://harvest.aps.org/content/journals/articles?page=3&per_page=100>;
rel="next", <http://harvest.aps.org/content/journals/articles?page=50&per_page=100>;
rel="last"

User Agent

A User Agent string is required, this is typically set by most HTTP clients but if blank access will be denied. We
greatly appreciate the inclusion of client identifying information in the user agent, for example: "APS Content
Harvester (Ruby RestClient 1.6.7)"

API Calls

GET /content/journals/articles

http://developer.github.com/v3/#pagination
http://developer.github.com/v3/#pagination


Retrieves article metadata records, 100 records will be sent at a time so clients must support pagination to fetch all
available records for large responses.

Parameters

from (Date or Time) - start time for changes
until (Date or Time)

Response codes

200 OK
400 Bad Request - parameters specified are invalid (e.g. bad date format, swapped ranges, etc.)
404 Not Found - no articles matching the requested parameters

Response object

JSON encoded list of Article objects (see  )Article Object

Example Response

[
  {
    "doi": "10.1103/PhysRev.47.777",
    "last_modified_at": "2013-01-07T00:00:00Z",
    "bagit_urls": {
      "pdfxml":
"http://harvest.aps.org/bagit/articles/10.1103/PhysRev.47.777/pdfxml"
    }
  },
  ...
]

GET /content/journals/articles/:doi

Retrieve a single article.

URL Parameters

doi - the DOI of the article, e.g. 10.1103/PhysRev.47.777

Response Codes

200 OK
404 Not Found

Response Object

JSON encoded Article Object

Objects

Article



Metadata for an article, currently the identifier plus some timestamps but will be extended to include all core article
metadata including authors, title, publication date, rights information, etc. This object is always transmitted as a JSO
N encoded hash containing the following fields:

doi - The DOI of the object
metadata_last_modified_at (Time) - The last time the metadata for this article was modified
last_modified_at (Time) - The last time any of the article objects for this article were modified (including PDF,
XML, figures, etc.)
bagit_urls (Hash) - The URL's for bags available for this object, only bag formats the requestor has access to
will be returned
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